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Abstmct: L&at-RNAs 3 and 4 undergo site-specific se!f-cleavuge reaclion al the G3 -+ &IV7 phosphodiester bond
by the nucleophilic attack of 2’-OH o G3 sugar moiety to iis Y-phosphate to give Y-hydro~@ terminal at & or d
ond 2: 1’-cyclic phosphodiester of G( whereas loriat-tetramer I, pentawbzr2, the cyclic-A(2*+YJG-tetramer 5 and the
crclic-A(3’~S’)c-tetr~r
b are completely stable. The kuiat-RNAs3 and 4 are rhe smallest RNA known IOumiergo
self-cleavage which is reminiscent of the RNA-hammerhead (Ribozyme)acdvity. The geometry thecleavage-site
in
3 and 4 has been d&ud byfull wnfornrarioM1 onolysis by NMR and molecular dynamics calculation in water.

of

Most of the catalytic natural RNA molecules, including viroids, virusoids and satellite RNAs, that
infect plants are large and form complex protein encapsulated tertiary structure. They undergo efficient sitespecific self-cleavage’ in vitro. These RNAs share a small structural domain (hammerhead) consisting of
about 30 nucleotides which has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for the self-cleavagel.

The

catalytic activity of the hammerhead RNA includes the site-specific self-cleavage of a phosphodiester bond
* ‘1, which is clearly different from group I and
to give a S-hydroxyl and a 2’, 3’-cyclic phosphcdiester ternurn
II introns and RNase P, and is widespread in plant viruses and animals. We herein report on the site-specific
self-cleavage reaction of small model lariat-RNAs2 3 and 4, which leaves a 2’,3’-cyclic phosphate at the 3’end of G3 and a S-hydroxy terminal at C%J7, mimicking the hammerhead self-cleavage pmductt.
The lariat-hexamer 3 exhibits two sets of proton resonances3*5 attributed to two different forms (Aform @ B-form) in slow exchange (k = 0.1 s-1 at 25’ C) on the NMR time scale (K = Xg/XA = 0.1 at 5 “C and
0.75 at 60 ‘C, AH = 7.1 f 0.6 kcal.mol-1, B = 21 f 1.1 cal.mol-t.K-1, Ea = 23.8 f 1.8 kcal.mol-1, AG# = 18
kcal.mol-1 at 25 ‘C)3 whereas lariat-heptamer 4 shows only one average conformation on the NMR time
scale. The lariat-hexamer 3 and heptamer 4 undergo self-cleavage reaction at room temperature whereas
tetramer 1,pentamer 2, the cyclic-A(2’-+5’)G-tetramer 5 and the cyclic-A(3’+5’)G_tetramer

6 do not self-

cleave. The site of phosphodiester cleavage is specifidl and occurs at the 3’-phosphate of the guanosine
residue (G3) to give a guanosine 2’. 3’-cyclic phosphate4 and a S-hydroxy terminal (5’-OH@ in 3 and 5’OH-UT in 4). At 25 ‘C, lariat-heptamer 4 (k = 0.16. 10-S min-1) cleaves six times faster than hexamer 3 (k =
0.25. lo”l min-1). The rate of cleavage is temperature-dependent.
the rate of cleavage decnases

considerably

Note that at higher temperature (>45’C),

suggesting that the conformation

required for the cleavage

reaction only forms at narmw temperature range (10 ‘C < T < -45 ‘C). The addition of magnesium ions did
not produce any noticeable changes in the conformation, as evident by unaltered 3Jm couplings, despite the
fact that it increased the rate of cleavage by a factor two. Thus, the coordination of Mg2+ to the non-bridging
phosphate-oxygens

might help self-cleavage by stabilizing the transition state but is not necessary for its

formation. It has also been found that the triethylammonium salt of lariat-hexamer 3 did not self-cleave. The
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Figure 1: Synthetic lariat-RNAs 1 - 4 modelling the natural lariat counterpart which is formed as an
intermediate in the RNA splicing reaction. Lariat RNAs 1 and 2 are sterically strained and are stable.
Hexameric Lariat RNA 3 shows two conformations which are in slow exchange on the NMR time scale, and
only one of them self-cleaves between G3 and C6 (shown by ” -+ “). Heptameric lariat RNA 4 self-cleaves
between G3 and U7 (shown by ” + “) at a faster rate than 3. while neither cyclic 2’+5’ RNA 5 nor 3’+5’
RNA 6 show any conformational isomerism or self-cleavage which are characteristic of hexametic lariat
RNA 3.
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MD generated geometry show that a simple rotation of the local phosphate backbone at the cleavage-site
from e- (e_3’p
= 3.8 A) + et (&_3’p
= 2.8 A) and a rotation of c+ + {t would position the leaving Ytermini of U7 for a potential in-line displacement by 2’-OH of G3 (Note that in the latter geometrical
transition, a+, fit and F and the South-sugar of U7 remain unchanged). Such a geometry at the cleavage site
would produce an optimal locul structm

for a neighbouring

nucleophilic attack by 2’-OH to give the

trigonal-bipyramidal transition stat&ntermediate [ab inirio optimized geometry of guanosine 2’,3’cyclic
oxyphosphorane, Gaussian 92 HPB21G basis set: e = +l lo’, c = -178’. a = 66’. b_3p
= 1.8 AI,and the
subsequent cleavage of the P-O(J’U7) bond (a-torsion) between G3 and U7. In an independent study12 by
the ub initio calculation on the cyclic oxyphosphorane as model intermediates during splicing and cleavage
of RNA, it has also been shown that the ground state geometry across the a-torsion favours the a+ mode
which is consistent with our ground state geometry at the cleavage-site. We believe that this present state-ofthe-art understanding of the conformational requirement of the self-cleavage reaction of RNA will be useful
in the design of RNA catalyst (ribozyme).
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